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A Framework for Equity in Illinois



The Partnership for College Completion 
(PCC) champions policies, practices, and 
systems that increase college completion 
and eliminate degree completion 
disparities for low-income, first 
generation, and students of color in 
Illinois – particularly Black and Latinx 
students.

The Partnership for College Completion

Technical 
Support

Public 
Policy

Public 
Awareness
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Funding in and Beyond The Covid-19 Crisis
Equity Framework
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Senate Bill 815



Higher Education 
Appropriations:
A Framework for 
Equity in Illinois
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Framework for Equity released Nov. 10
Print Report
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Interactive Web Report



Three Sections in the Framework for Equity

Effect of COVID-19 Crisis on IL Higher Ed

Recessions, Crises, Missed Opportunities

Framework for Equitable Funding
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 Financially vulnerable students and institutions hardest hit

 Recent recessions were missed opportunities in which IL cut 
funding, pricing out students

IL must fund colleges based on student need and ability 
to raise revenue



Section 1: The 
Effect of COVID-19 
on Illinois Higher 
Education
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COVID-19 The effect of COVID-19 on IL higher ed
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Illinois higher ed was inequitable before COVID-19 struck



COVID-19 The effect of COVID-19 on IL higher ed
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 Financially vulnerable students 
and institutions were hardest hit

 Enrollment declines for low-
income students and students of 
color

 The initial federal and state 
response set the stage for equity



Section 2: 
Recessions, Crises, 
and Illinois’ Missed 
Opportunity for 
Higher Education
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The pre-recession “golden age”Recessions

Before the 2000s recession, Illinois was in a “golden age” for higher education

100% of tuition
Was covered by state aid, compared to 32% now

2x appropriations
Appropriations have been effectively cut in half since 2001

0 students
Denied MAP grants, compared to 855,000 in recent crises



The effect of budget cuts in crisesRecessions

But during recessions the state has cut higher ed, shifting costs to students



The effect of budget cuts in crisesRecessions

Recent recessions had 63,000 more Black and Latinx student 
enrollments, but those students were not adequately supported, 
likely resulting in tens of thousands of fewer graduates 



Less and more selective universitiesRecessions

More selective universities collected more in tuition revenue, and the majority 
of state appropriations
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Less and more selective universitiesRecessions

Now less selective universities have among the highest prices…

…and greatest enrollment declines in the country



Any 
Questions?
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Section 3: A 
Framework for 
Making Equitable 
Higher Education 
Funding Decisions



Framework A framework for equitable funding
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Framework
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To protect the future of 
Illinois, and the lifetime 
opportunities of its 
residents, the state must 
limit cuts to higher 
education

Principles for equity 1 and 2

The average community 
college MAP applicant 
has $22,000 less in family 
income than the average 
public university 
applicant



Framework
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Principle 3 for equity



Framework
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Principle 3 for equity



Framework Principle 3 for Equity
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Immigration Status
• Lack of access to federal funding 

and loans is a barrier to college 
completion

• Undocumented students ineligible 
for resources to cover basic needs

Rural Students
• Rural students enroll in community 

college at higher rates than urban 
students and transfer less

• Rural students take on levels of debt 
that can push them to stay in more 
metropolitan areas, hurting the 
economies of smaller Illinois 
communities



Framework Principle 4 for equity
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The state should require and facilitate thorough and 
uniform data collection, disaggregated by race and 
income, reported annually and available to the public



Discussion
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1. Do the findings of Framework 
for Equity resonate with you?

2. What concerns do you have 
about the future of Illinois’ 
higher education institutions?
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Legislative
Recommendations:
In and beyond the  
COVID-19 Crisis



Equitable 
Additions

● Use a formula 
based on Illinois’ 
implementation of 
CARES funds

● Include % of 
Black, Latinx, & 
MAP-eligible 
students

Invest in 
Higher 

Education

Equity in 
Any Cut 

Scenarios
● Prioritize 

investment
● Account for 

total revenue 
instead of state 
appropriations 
for unavoidable 
cuts 

Equity 
Through 

Transparency

Require institutions 
to report how they 
spend funds, 
disaggregated by 
student race and 
income level

Explore long-
term equitable 
funding models 
for Illinois’ public 
higher education 
institutions

Even in difficult 
budget 
decisions, 
prioritize 
investments in 
higher education

Task Force to 
Recommend 
Equity-Based 

Funding 
Formula

Strategies in Crisis Greater Policy Needs 26

Key funding strategies for equitable outcomes
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SB815 and the 
future of 
equitable funding 
in Illinois



Legislation
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The SB815 (Lightford/Ammons)
Equity-Based Funding Commission

Current University
Funding Approach

No funding formula 
• Funds given out with 

“historic model”
• PBF model has not 

been funded

Equity-Based Funding 
Model

Equity-based funding can 
lead to systemic 
improvement in IL’s 
attainment targets while 
closing disparities in 
degree completion

SB815 Follow-up 
Legislation



Legislation
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The SB815 (Lightford/Ammons)
Equity-Based Funding Commission

• Diverse 33-member commission
• Recommend equity-based funding model for public universities by July 1, 2023
• Must consider -

• Remediating inequities
• Adequately investing in universities
• Institutional mission
• Hold harmless provision

• Must fulfill the principles developed as part of the IBHE strategic plan

Oct. 2021: 
Commission 
First Meeting

June 1 2021: 
SB815 Passed

July 1, 2023: 
Commission 

Recs. Due



Legislation
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The Work of the Commission

The Commission Needs to 
Decide:

• Funding approach
• Other state models to learn from
• The need for additional funds
• How to energize a diverse group 

of stakeholders toward change

Research and Best Practices 
Indicate:

• More funding is needed to 
improve outcomes

• Financially vulnerable institutions 
need support

• Policies and metrics must be 
race-conscious

• A formula alone is not enough
• Zero sum models can be divisive



Discussion
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1. What do you think is important 
to prioritize in a new funding 
model?

2. How can we ensure our 
students and communities 
have a voice in this process?



Any 
Questions?
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Thank You!
Don’t hesitate to email 
mabrahamson@partnershipfcc.org
with any suggestions, questions, or 
feedback.

You can read Framework for Equity 
at partnershipfcc.org/framework
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mailto:mabrahamson@partnershpfcc.org
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